SCSI Cable Test Configurations

Lumped Configuration

Equal-Spaced Configuration
Cable/Connectors Under Test

Standard Cable/Connector
- 100 Ohm Lumped
- 100 Ohm Equal-Spaced

Amp Cable/Connector
- 93 Ohm Lumped
- 93 Ohm Equal-Spaced
- 75 Ohm Lumped
- 75 Ohm Equal-Spaced

3M Cable/Connectors
- 90 Ohm Lumped
- 90 Ohm Equal-Spaced
ACK

READ @ UNIT 0

PROBE @ UNIT 1 (INITIATOR)

STANDARD CABLE 4 ON EACH END
ACK
READ @ 0
PROBE 7

93% CABLE 4 ON EACH END